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a b s t r a c t
We present a computer program and underlying model to calculate the electric susceptibility of a gas,
which is essential to predict its absorptive and dispersive properties. Our program focuses on alkali-metal
vapours where we use a matrix representation of the atomic Hamiltonian in the completely uncoupled
basis in order to calculate transition frequencies and strengths. The program calculates various spectra
for a weak-probe laser beam in an atomic mediumwith an applied axial magnetic field. This allowsmany
optical devices to be designed, such as Faraday rotators/filters, optical isolators and circular polarisation
filters. Fitting routines are also provided with the program which allows the user to perform optical
metrology by fitting to experimental data.
Program summary
Program title: ElecSus
Catalogue identifier: AEVD_v1_0
Program summary URL: http://cpc.cs.qub.ac.uk/summaries/AEVD_v1_0.html
Program obtainable from: CPC Program Library, Queen’s University, Belfast, N. Ireland
Licensing provisions: Apache License, version 2
No. of lines in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 191270
No. of bytes in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 3094994
Distribution format: tar.gz
Programming language: Python.
Computer: Any single computer running Python 2.
Operating system: Linux, Mac OSX, Windows.
RAM: Depends on the precision required and size of the data set, but typically not larger than 50 MiB.
Classification: 2.2, 2.3.
External routines: SciPy library [1] 0.12.0 or later, NumPy [1], matplotlib [2]
Nature of problem:
Calculating theweak-probe electric susceptibility of an alkali-metal vapour. The electric susceptibility can
be used to calculate spectra such as transmission and Stokes parameters. Measurements of experimental
parameters can be made by fitting the theory to data.
Solution method:
The transition frequencies and wavelengths are calculated using a matrix representation of the Hamilto-
nian in the completely uncoupled basis. A suite of fittingmethods are provided in order to allow user sup-
plied experimental data to be fit to the theory, thereby allowing experimental parameters to be extracted.
✩ This paper and its associated computer program are available via the Computer Physics Communication homepage on ScienceDirect (http://www.sciencedirect.com/
science/journal/00104655).∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address:m.a.zentile@durham.ac.uk (M.A. Zentile).
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Restrictions:
Only describes a magnetic field parallel to the laser beam propagation direction. Results are only valid in
the weak-probe regime.
Running time:
At standard precision less than a second for a theory curve, fitting will take 10 s to 20 min depending on
the method used, the number of parameters to fit and the number of data points.
References:
[1] T.E. Oliphant, Comput. Sci. Eng. 9, 10 (2007). http://www.scipy.org/.
[2] J.D. Hunter, Comput. Sci. Eng. 9, 10 (2007). http://matplotlib.org/.
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Atomic physics of thermal vapours is an expanding field of in-
terest, ranging from the fundamental to the applied. Examples of
fundamental physics include observations of the cooperative Lamb
shift [1], hyperfine Paschen–Back regime [2], macroscopic entan-
glement [3], collisional laser cooling [4] and dipole–dipole induced
bistability [5] to name a few. Applications include compact and
precise magnetometers [6] and clocks [7], laser frequency stabil-
isation both on [8] and off-resonance [9,10], enhanced frequency
up-conversion [11], trans-spectral orbital angular momentum
transfer [12] and quantum memories [13,14].
Most applications benefit from being able to predict the ab-
sorptive and dispersive properties (in absolute measures) of the
medium. The electric susceptibility is key in calculating these prop-
erties [15]; here we present a fast, and easy to use, computer pro-
gram based on the electric susceptibility of an atomic ensemble,
that can be used to predict absorption and dispersion given certain
parameters. This facilitates designing optical devices, such as Fara-
day filters [16–20] and optical isolators [21], without resorting to
experimental trial and error. Also, since each theory curvewill typ-
ically take less than a second to compute, fitting experiment to the-
ory becomes practical. This allows experimental parameters to be
measured efficiently. This has applications for optical magnetom-
etry [22], optical thermometry [23–25], number density measure-
ments in optically thick vapour [26,27], and diagnostics for devices
such as vacuum dispensers [28–30] and vapour cells [31–35].
For the particular case of alkali-metal vapours we have built
up a theoretical model of the electric susceptibility [15] that in-
cludes dipole–dipole induced linewidth broadening [36] and ax-
ial magnetic fields [37]. The model has been shown to be accurate
at the ∼0.5% rms level when calculating the frequency depen-
dence of transmission [15,36] and Faraday rotation [10,21,37] for
appliedmagnetic fields of up to∼6 kG, and is not expected to break
down until the magnetic interaction becomes comparable to the
fine structure interaction. Fitting to the model has found utility
in measuring number density [38] and large magnetic fields with
high precision [10], and estimating buffer gas pressures in vapour
cells [39]. Being able to extract shifts of many atomic transitions
that overlap due to Doppler and self broadeningwas also key in ob-
serving the cooperative Lamb shift [1] and studying atom–surface
interaction [40], where a similar model was used.
In principle, similar models could be constructed for any gas,
but here we focus on alkali-metal vapours. Extensions to the case
of molecular gases are also of interest [41].
2. Theoretical background
The complex index of refraction, nc ≡ n + iβ , of an optical
medium is related to its electric susceptibility, χ ≡ χre + iχim,by the equation [42]
nc =

1+ χ ≈ 1+ χre
2
+ iχim
2
, (1)
where the approximation is valid when |χ | is small.2 The real part
of nc (commonly knownas the refractive index), n, gives the ratio of
the speed of light in vacuum, c , to the phase velocity in themedium.
The attenuation coefficient, α, is obtained from the imaginary part,
β , by α = 2kβ ≈ kχim [42], where k is the angular wavenumber.
The electric susceptibility of a medium is a function of frequency
and hence gives rise to dispersion, as well as frequency-dependent
attenuation.
The spectral dependence of n is also important in calculating the
propagation of optical pulses in the medium. The group index, ng,
which is defined as c divided by the group velocity can be calcu-
lated if we know n as a function of angular frequency ω by using
the relation [43],
ng = n+ ω ∂n
∂ω
. (2)
Calculating the group index allows one to estimate the speed of an
optical pulse in the medium, and therefore is a useful quantity for
slow light [44] or fast-light [45,46] experiments.
Both the real and imaginary parts of the electric susceptibility
have characteristic line-shapes which we will look at in the next
section.
2.1. The electric susceptibility line-shape
Without motion of the atoms, for a single atomic transition la-
belled i, we can write [15],
χi(∆i) = C
2
i d
2Na
ϵ0h¯
f (∆i) (3)
f (∆i) = i
Γ /2− i∆i , (4)
where C2i is the relative strength factor of the transition, d is the
reduced dipole matrix element (see Section 2.2.1), ϵ0 is the vac-
uum permittivity, Γ is the decay rate from the excited state of the
transition, h¯ is the reduced Planck’s constant and ∆i is the angu-
lar detuning from resonance, defined as ∆i ≡ ω − ωi where ω is
the angular frequency of the light and ωi is the resonance angu-
lar frequency of transition i. Na is the number density of identical
atoms and can be calculated from the elemental number density
N (see Appendix A) by the following equation,
Na = FaN2(2I + 1) , (5)
2 When |χ | is small, local field effects are correspondingly small [42].
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Fig. 1. (Colour online) Graphs showing how the refractive indices and absorption coefficients are found as a function of global detuning (∆/2π ). Panel (a) is a stick spectrum
showing the transition frequencies and strengths which are calculated from finding the eigenenergies and eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian of 87Rb in a 6 kG magnetic field.
Inset (i) of panel (a) shows the Doppler-free complex lineshape profile for 87Rb on the D1 line (795 nm). Doppler broadening is added by convolving the lineshapes in (i) with
a Gaussian resulting in the lineshapes given in (ii), (both insets are normalised to the peak of their respective imaginary part). For this example the Gaussian distribution
was calculated for a temperature of 20 °C. The lineshapes in (ii) are then simply added to the spectrum at the position of the transitions multiplied by their strength. This
yields the extinction coefficient shown in panel (b) or the refractive index shown in panel (c).where Fa is the isotopic fraction and I the nuclear spin quantum
number. The denominator, 2(2I + 1), is the number of states in
the ground manifold since we expect the atoms to be distributed
evenly among all these states. This is justified by calculating the
Boltzmann factor. For large magnetic fields (∼5000 G) and low
temperatures for thermal vapours (20 °C), the population of states
in the groundmanifold deviates fromuniform at the 0.1% level. The
assumption of zero population in the excited manifolds is again
justified by calculating the Boltzmann factor which shows the
population is of the order of 10−13. Note that when not in the
weak-probe regime, hyperfine pumpingwill occur and redistribute
populations [47,48].
The real and imaginary parts of χi are plotted as a function of
∆i in panel (i) of Fig. 1. The decay rate, Γ , is also the full width half
maximumof the imaginary part ofχi (a Lorentzian distribution).Γ
has contributions from natural broadening, dipole–dipole induced
self broadening [36], and any extra homogeneous broadening
e.g. pressure broadening due to buffer gases. The centre of the com-
plex line-shape occurs at the resonance frequency, however due to
motion, the Doppler effect causes the atom to observe a shifted fre-
quency. A thermal ensemble of atoms has a Gaussian distribution
of velocities in the light propagation direction, given by [49]
g(v) = 1
U
√
π
exp

− v
2
U2

, (6)
where v is the component of velocity of the atom in the light prop-
agation direction and U is the root mean square (rms) speed of the
atoms, given by U = √2kBT/m, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
T is the thermodynamic temperature andm is themass of the atom.
The resulting atomic line-shape is therefore given by a convolution
between f and g ,
χi(∆i) = C
2
i d
2Na
ϵ0h¯
V(∆i) (7)V(∆i) =
 ∞
−∞
f (∆− kv)g(v)dv, (8)
Panel (ii) of Fig. 1 shows the line-shape of χi when we include
Doppler broadening at 20 °C. It is important for the atom–light in-
teraction to be in the weak-probe regime or deviations from this
line-shape will be seen [50,51]. Further deviations can also occur
for large amounts of buffer gases or short length cells due to Dicke
narrowing [52]. These effects are beyond the scope of this work.
To calculate the total susceptibility we add the contribution
from all transitions (χ = i χi). We then write the susceptibility
in terms of a global detuning,∆, which is the frequency relative to
a global linecentre. For convenience we have chosen zero detuning
to occur at the weighted linecentre for D1 (n2S1/2 → n2P1/2) and
D2 (n2S1/2 → n2P3/2) transitions (see Appendix B) where n = 3, 4,
5 or 6 for sodium, potassium, rubidium or caesium, respectively.
We now look at using an atomic Hamiltonian to calculate the fre-
quencies of the transitions relative to the linecentre aswell as their
strengths.
2.2. The atomic Hamiltonian
The atomicHamiltonian iswritten as a sumof interactionmech-
anisms,
H = H0 + Hf + Hhf + HZ, (9)
where H0 is the coarse atomic energy and Hf, Hhf and HZ are the
fine, hyperfine and external magnetic field interactions respec-
tively. The fine structure interaction can be written as
Hf = γf
h¯2
(L · S) , (10)
where L and S are the orbital and spin angular momenta of the va-
lence electron respectively, and γf is the spin–orbit constant for the
particular atom. The hyperfine interaction has contributions from
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action, Hq, (Hhf = Hd + Hq). We have omitted higher order multi-
pole interactions since their effect is small (∆E/h < 1 kHz [53]).
The magnetic dipole interaction can be written as [54]
Hd = Ahf
h¯2
(I · J) , (11)
where Ahf is the magnetic dipole constant, and I and J are the nu-
clear spin and total electron (J = L + S) angular momenta re-
spectively. Using the convention that themagnitude of an arbitrary
angular momentum K is
√
K(K + 1)h¯, the electric quadrupole in-
teraction can be written as [54]
Hq = Bhf
h¯4

3(I · J)2 + 32 (I · J) h¯2− I(I + 1)J(J + 1) h¯4
2I(2I − 1)J(2J − 1)

, (12)
where Bhf is the electric quadrupole constant. See Appendix B for
values for Ahf and Bhf. The interaction with an external magnetic
field is given as
HZ = µBh¯

gLL + gSS + g ′I I
 · B, (13)
where µB is the Bohr magneton, and gL, gS and g ′I are the g-factors
corresponding to the electron orbital, electron spin and nuclear an-
gular magnetic moments. gL is taken to be 1; the values for the
other g-factors are given in Appendix B. If we choose our quan-
tisation axis to be parallel to the magnetic field, Eq. (13) reduces to
HZ = µBh¯

gLLz + gSSz + g ′I Iz

Bz . (14)
Once the Hamiltonian is constructed, we need to find the
eigenenergies, Ej, and corresponding eigenstates, |j⟩, in order to cal-
culate the transition energies and strengths. The transition energy
is simply the difference in energy between the ground and excited
states (Ee − Eg).
2.2.1. Calculating transition strengths from the eigenstates
The eigenstates will be given by some combination of com-
pletely uncoupled basis states |L,mL,mS,mI⟩, where mL, mS and
mI are the z-projection quantumnumbers. Transition strengths are
given by the electric dipole matrix element squared, |⟨g|erq |e⟩|2,
where erq is the component of the dipole operator in the spherical
basis (see Eq. 5.17 in [55]); this chooses whether the transition is
σ+, σ− or π (∆mL = −qwhere q = −1,+1 or 0 respectively). To
illustrate how the strength is calculated, we take the example of a
σ− transition between the eigenstates
|g⟩ = a1 |0, 0,+1/2,−1/2⟩ + a2 |0, 0,−1/2,+1/2⟩ (15)
|e⟩ = b1 |1,−1,+1/2,−1/2⟩ + b2 |1,+1,−1/2,−3/2⟩
+ b3 |1, 0,−1/2,−1/2⟩ + b4 |1, 0,+1/2,−3/2⟩ (16)
where a1, a2, b1, b2, b3 and b4 are parameterswhich are known after
finding the eigenenergies and eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. Note
that this choice of eigenstates is analogous to the |1, 0⟩ → |1,−1⟩,
D1 transition, in the |F ,mF ⟩ coupled basis in rubidium-87. The tran-
sition strength will be given by
|⟨g |er1| e⟩|2
= a21b21 |⟨0, 0,+1/2,−1/2 |er1| 1,−1,+1/2,−1/2⟩|2 . (17)
All other terms are zero since the er1 operator can only couple
states where the excited mL quantum number is reduced by one
and all other quantumnumbers are the same. Since only the orbital
angular momentum of the electron is changed during an electric
dipole transition, we can decouple the transition into angular and
spin parts,g erq e2 = a21b21 L,mL erq L′,mL′  ⟨mS,mI | mS′ ,mI ′⟩2 , (18)where symbols with a prime denote the excited state quantum
number. The last part in Eq. (18) ensures that the only non-zero
result comes when the electron spin and nuclear spin remain un-
changed. Using theWigner–Eckart theorem [55]we can reduce the
angular part,L,mL erq L′,mL′ 2 =  L 1 L′−mL q mL′
2 
L∥er∥L′2 . (19)
The symbol in brackets is a Wigner 3-j symbol [56]. When L′ = 1
and L = 0, the square of the Wigner 3-j symbol is 1/3 for any σ+,
σ− or π transition. The double-bar matrix element,

L∥er∥L′, de-
notes the reduced dipole matrix element, d. Therefore, for our par-
ticular example the transition strength is simply,
|⟨g |er1| e⟩|2 = 13d
2a21b
2
1 ≡ d2c2i . (20)
Recalling Eq. (7), we see how the strength fits in to the amplitude
of the electric susceptibility for a single transition. For the general
case we find the strength from d2/3multiplied by

i,j a
2
i b
2
j , where
ai and bi are the coefficients of two basis states which are allowed
by the selection rules.
See Section 3.2 for details of how ElecSus calculates this
strength factor using a matrix representation of the Hamiltonian.
Note that our program only considers the case where themagnetic
field is parallel to the propagation axis of the light, which means
that π transitions are forbidden [54].
Fig. 1 shows an example for the rubidium D1 line, showing the
result of adding the lineshape at each transition frequency, scaled
by the relative transition strength.
2.3. The Stokes parameters
Together, the four Stokes parameters characterise the polarisa-
tion state of light [57]. They are easily measurable with linear op-
tics and photodetectors [58], and are therefore a convenientway to
measure the polarisation of light. However, the Stokes parameters
have uses beyondmeasuring polarisation. Predicting their spectral
dependence for an atomic medium is useful since they can be used
for several optical devices. The S0 parameter, equivalent to trans-
mission, can be used for primary thermometry [23]. The S1 and S2
parameter signals can be used as far off-resonance laser frequency
stabilising references [9], while the S3 signal is the dichroic atomic
vapour laser lock [59,60] error signal. The Stokes parameters are
defined as
S0 ≡ (I− + I+) =

Ix + Iy
 = I↗ + I↘ , (21a)
S1 ≡

Ix − Iy

, (21b)
S2 ≡

I↗ − I↘

, (21c)
S3 ≡

I− − I+ , (21d)
where the Ix and Iy are the intensities of light that are transmitted
and reflected, respectively, at a polarising beam-splitter placed af-
ter themedium; this defines the x- and y-axes. The symbols I↗ and
I↘ denote the intensities of light after the medium which are po-
larised at an angle that deviates from the x-axis by 45° and−45° re-
spectively, while I− and I+ represent the intensities of light which
driveσ± transitions. ElecSus considers the case of amediumwhere
only σ± transitions are allowed. In this case the medium is cir-
cularly birefringent and dichroic. It is therefore convenient to pa-
rameterise the initial polarisation of the light in terms of the two
circular components,
E0 = E−e− + E+ exp (iφ0) e+, (22)
where E0 is the electric field before the atomicmedium and iswrit-
ten as a Jones vector [61,62] in the circular basis, andφ0 is the phase
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shift between the two circular components. It is useful to define
a quantity (p) representing the proportion of the light before the
medium that drives σ− transitions,
p ≡ |E−|
2
|E−|2 + |E+|2 . (23)
We can now write the Stokes parameters in terms of p and the ex-
tinction coefficients, α±, and refractive indices n±,
S0 = p exp (−α−ℓ)+ (1− p) exp (−α+ℓ) , (24a)
S1 = 2

p− p2 cos (2ψ) exp

−1
2
(α− + α+) ℓ

, (24b)
S2 = 2

p− p2 sin (2ψ) exp

−1
2
(α− + α+) ℓ

, (24c)
S3 = p exp (−α−ℓ)− (1− p) exp (−α+ℓ) , (24d)
ψ = 1
2
(n+ − n−)kℓ+ θ0, (24e)
where ℓ is the length of the medium in the propagation direc-
tion and θ0 = φ0/2. Note that these are normalised to unit inten-
sity before the medium. For linearly polarised light incident on the
medium, θ0 represents the angle the plane of polarisation makes
with the x-axis. The parameters p and θ0 are enough to characterise
the initial polarisation state of a coherent laser beam.
We can also calculate the individual Ix and Iy spectra using the
definitions (21a) and (21b),
Ix = (S0 + S1)/2, (25)
Iy = (S0 − S1)/2. (26)
These spectra are useful since they correspond to Faraday filter-
ing [16–20].
3. Program structure
The program is centred on the elecsus.pymodule. Thismod-
ule takes the user-specified parameters and settings from the run
card, imports the spectrum function and uses it to generate the
spectrum, or imports the fitting modules which fit user data to
curves generated byspectrum. Experimental data supplied by the
user should be as a two-column comma separated values (csv) file;
the first column specifies linear detuning in units of GHz while the
second is the corresponding value for the spectrum. csv files arereadable by spreadsheet programs and are a common data out-
put format on digital storage oscilloscopes. The program then cre-
ates a new sub-directory for the output files. It writes the main
result to a csv file named by the user-specified label suffixed by
_theory.csv. If requested in the run card, the module also uses
matplotlib [63] to plot the curve and display it to the screen;
there is also an option to save the plot to a file. If a fit was per-
formed the module will also save the residuals [64] of data and
theory curves as a csv file, as well as output the fit parameters to
a file suffixed by _Parameters.txt. Fig. 2 shows a flowchart of
the program structure.
3.1. Global lineshape profile
In Section 2.1 we saw that calculating the atomic line-shape,
V(∆i), can be done by performing a convolution. However, the
result is related to the Faddeeva function,w(ζ ),
V(∆i) = i
√
π
kU
w(ζ ), (27)
ζ = i
2
Γ
kU
+ ∆i
kU
. (28)
Using a scipy implementation of the Faddeeva function
(scipy.special.wofz), which is a wrapper for a fast algorithm
written in C++ [65], ElecSus quickly calculates the line-shape. Cal-
culating the global line-shapemust be donewith care since an inef-
ficient implementation can be slow. The line-shape should be the
same for all transitions of the same atom and so the wofz func-
tion only needs to be called once per isotope. Isotopes of the same
element will also have a slightly different line-shape because the
different masses provide a different Doppler broadening. The ap-
propriate line-shape profile is then added to the spectrum for each
transition with a shift given by the transition detuning and an am-
plitude proportional to its line-strength.
3.2. Matrix representation of the atomic Hamiltonian
For each atomic term (n2S1/2 and n2P) a separate Hamiltonian is
built up in a similar manner as described in Section 2.2 as a matrix
in the completely uncoupled basis. Eachmatrix is of size DLSI×DLSI
where DLSI = (2L+ 1)(2S + 1)(2I + 1). We set the coarse atomic
energy to zero since we are simply looking for the detuning values
from a global linecentre. For the n2S1/2 term L = 0, so there is no
fine structure interaction. The Hamiltonian is therefore given by
HˆS = Ahf
h¯2
(I · J)+ µBBz
h¯

gS Sˆz + g ′I Iˆz

. (29)
ElecSus calculates D1 and D2 spectra separately, however the
full n2P term is calculated. The eigenenergies of the fine structure
part of the Hamiltonian are −γf and γf/2, but since we want to
calculate detuning values from a global linecentre we need to re-
centre this energy. When addressing the n2P1/2 term we therefore
calculate the Hamiltonian as
HˆP = γf
h¯2
(L · S)+ Hˆhf + HˆZ + γf ⊗ IDLSI , (30)
where IDLSI is the identity matrix. If we instead wanted to address
the n2P3/2 term we would introduce a −γf/2 ⊗ IDLSI term. Fig. 3
shows a schematic of the HˆP matrix after it is diagonalised. When
calculating transition strengths, certain parts of the HˆP matrix are
selected depending on whether we want to calculate σ+ or σ−
transitions, and which D-line. Each strength factor (Ci) is then cal-
culated by performing the dot product between one of the rows of
HˆS with one of the post-selected rows of the excited state matrix.
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first column gives the eigenenergies which are added to the left of the matrix. The
corresponding rows give the coefficients of the (completely uncoupled) basis states
that make up the eigenstate. Certain parts of thematrix correspond to allowed final
states for transitions, and so are post selected when finding transition strengths. In
this case the sub-matrices are 8 by 8 for a D1 transition and 16 by 8 for D2 .
Many strength factors will be zero (with some numerical comput-
ing error) and as such a lower bound on the strength is placed in
order to reject these transitions and save computing time. Also, the
transition strengths corresponding to π transitions are not calcu-
lated since they are forbidden. It should be noted that in the case
of a zero magnetic field ElecSus adds a very small magnetic field
(10−4 G) in order to discriminate between the energy levels. This
is necessary in order to perform the post-selection. It should also be
highlighted that even though we calculate the full P-term Hamil-
tonian, we cannot use this to calculate both D1 and D2 spectra at
the same time, as might be expected. This is because the hyperfine
coefficients used for the n2P1/2 term are different to those for the
n2P3/2 term. The omission of lithium spectra from the current ver-
sion of ElecSus is partly due to this reason. ElecSus treats D1 and D2
spectra separately, but lithiumD1 andD2 lines are sufficiently close
(∼10 GHz) that they need to both be included when predicting a
single spectrum.
To demonstrate the power of the Hamiltonian technique, the
extinction coefficient calculated by ElecSus is plotted in Fig. 4 for
increasing values of themagnetic field. At small and largemagnetic
field values the spectra are simple, and can be defined by good
quantum numbers [39]. In these regimes, it may be sufficient to
estimate frequency shifts by a perturbative treatment. However,
in the intermediate regime there are no good quantum numbers,
and neither the hyperfine interaction nor the magnetic interaction
can be considered small. This shows the power of the Hamiltonian
technique in being able to find transition frequencies and strengths
accurately in all regimes.
3.3. Fitting experimental spectra and timing information
The user provides experimental data, in csv format, as two
columns of values. The first column specifies the linear detuning
(in GHz) while the second gives the spectrum data. If a different
linecentre value (from that specified in Appendix B) has been used
to make the linear detuning axis, the user can specify a global shift
in the run card in order to take this into account.
Fitting theory to experiment involves defining a ‘cost’ function,
which quantifies how far the theory curve deviates from the ex-
perimental. This is often defined as the square of the difference
between theory and experiment summed at each point along theFig. 4. (Colour online) The extinction coefficient as a function of linear detuning
(∆/2π ) for a 87Rb vapour on the D1 line (795 nm) and at a temperature of 20 °C.
There are seven plots of the extinction coefficient at magnetic field values ranging
from 0 to 3000 G in increments of 500 G. Each plot is placed on its side, displaced
to the right for clarity, with the extinction coefficient ranging from 0 to 5 m−1 in
each one. The area under each curve has been coloured either translucent red or
blue, representing σ− and σ+ transitions. Overlaying the plots are curves showing
the transition frequencies as a function of magnetic field. Notice that the strong
σ− transitions move to lower energies while the strong σ+ ones move to higher
energies. A video showing the evolution of the extinction coefficients for a Caesium
vapour is available from http://www.jqc.org.uk/research/project/elecsus/12683.
curve. The cost function is thenminimised by changing the param-
eters which define the theory curve. It is useful to think of this as
finding the global minimum in a parameter space. There are three
different fitting routines that can be used and should be selected
based on the complexity of the fitting problem. A more complex
fitting problem will tend to be one with many fit parameters.
In simple cases the option of fitting via the Marquardt–
Levenberg (ML) method [64] should be chosen. This method is a
‘hill-climbing’ algorithm, which will quickly find the local mini-
mum (or maximum, hence the name). Fig. 5 shows four differ-
ent experimental transmission spectra recorded using a similar
technique and apparatus as described in Ref. [15]. The data were
taken at different temperatures, and these temperatureswere then
found by fitting using the ML method. Typically, when fitting one
parameter we find no further improvement by using the global
fitting routines. One exception to this is the case of fitting high
magnetic fields, where the ML technique can fail unless the initial
guess is accurate. This is because there may be little or no overlap
between the experimental and initial theoretical predictions, cre-
ating a plateau in parameter space which is known to be hard for
hill-climbing algorithms to deal with [66].
Formore complicated fits ofmore parameters theML technique
may fail to find the global minimum, and so a global fitting routine
should be used. Fig. 6 shows the result of fitting three experimental
parameters using theMLmethod and the random-restart [66] (RR)
method. The random-restart method is a meta-algorithm which
simply performs anML fit for a range of randomly generated initial
states, then picks the best fit. In this way the RR technique has the
possibility of escaping the nearest minimum. Another advantage
of this method is that it is easily parallelised and can therefore
be more time efficient; ElecSus will use all available cores of the
computer’s CPU in order to perform an RR fit.
Another global fitting routine supplied ElecSus is based on sim-
ulated annealing (SA) [67]. It uses the Metropolis algorithm [68]
with a Tn+1 = Tn/(1 + δTn) cooling schedule [69] where δ is sim-
ply a small number. Fig. 7 shows an experimental S1 spectrum fit-
ted to theory with four fit parameters, using both the ML and SA
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different temperatures of a 75 mm long rubidium vapour cell with natural isotopic
abundance. The (black) solid line shows experimental data while the (red) dashed
curves are theoretical results using ElecSus with temperature as the only fit
parameter. Lower curves correspond to higher temperatures; the temperatures
were found to be 18.6 °C, 36.1 °C, 59.8 °C and 69.3 °C. Underneath, the residuals
(R) between experiment and theory are plotted for the 18.6 °C data set (rms
deviation of 0.1%). The magnetic field was assumed to be zero.
Fig. 6. (Colour online) Transmission as a function of linear detuning on the D1
line (795 nm) for a 87Rb cell (99.0% 87Rb, 1.0% 85Rb) with a length of 1 mm. The
solid (black) curve shows the experimental data while the dashed (blue) and dotted
(purple) curves show fits to the theory using the RR and ML fitting routines. rms
deviations from the experimental data of 0.5% and 1% were found for the RR and
ML fits respectively. The fit parameters were the magnetic field, cell temperature,
and increased Lorentzian broadening due to buffer gases.
techniques. TheMLmethod clearly does not perform as well as the
SA method. ElecSus’ RR routine was found to be unreliable when
applied to this particular data, but on occasion did manage to find
a good fit.
To compare the speed of the different fitting routines the data
provided in Fig. 6 was fit to theory using all three fitting routines,
with the same precision (10 MHz) and the same number of points
(4774). A computer with an Intel R⃝CoreTM i3-3220 processor was
used. The time taken was found to be 13 s, 80 s and 10 min for the
ML, RR and SA techniques respectively. Note that the RR technique
involves evaluating spectra in parallel (4 parallel processes in this
case) whilst the other two are sequential.Fig. 7. (Colour online) S1 Stokes parameter as a function of linear detuning on the
D2 line (780 nm) for a 87Rb cell (99.0% 87Rb, 1.0% 85Rb) with a length of 1 mm. The
solid (black) line is the experimental datawhile the solid (blue) and dashed (purple)
lines are the fits to theory using the SA andML techniques respectively. TheML fit is
clearly poor; shown underneath are the residuals for the SA fit. The rms deviations
of the ML and SA fits were 2.2% and 0.16% respectively.
3.3.1. Uncertainties in fit parameters
When fitting experiment to theory a χ2 analysis [64] is often
used to extract the statistical uncertainty in the fit parameters. This
requires knowledge of the uncertainty of the data points which
will vary from experiment to experiment. The current version of
ElecSus has no facility to accept these uncertainties as an input and
so does not provide uncertainties in the fit parameters. However,
since ElecSus outputs the theoretical curve as csv file, the user can
perform this analysis manually (see Ref. [64]).
Another method to extract the statistical uncertainty in the fit
parameters is to take several data sets under nominally the same
experimental conditions and fit them independently. Then the
mean and standard error of each parameter can be found. By this
method we have found that our experimental technique typically
gives statistical uncertainties of∼0.1 °C for temperature and∼1 G
for magnetic field [10] (at large magnetic field values).
4. Installation and usage
The program can be downloaded from http://www.jqc.org.uk/
research/project/elecsus/12683 as a zip file named ElecSus.zip.
Installation should be complete after simply extracting the
ElecSus.zip file. No further action is required since it is assumed
that the prerequisites (NumPy, SciPy and Matplotlib) are installed,
and are found by the python interpreter. To use the program, the
following steps should be taken.
1. Open a command prompt window and move to the directory
extracted from the zip file (main directory).
2. Copy the fileruncard.py to create your own filemyruncard.
py.
3. If fitting is required, place the csv file containing the data in the
main directory.
4. Change the values and options in the file myruncard.py to the
desired ones.
5. Execute the following command in the prompt window:
python elecsus.py myruncard.py
If themyruncard.py option is omitted the programwill, by
default, look in runcard.py for parameter values and options.
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In the run card the user must specify which alkali element, D-
line and spectrum theywant to compute. The choices of spectra for
ElecSus to compute are the refractive indices, n±, the group indices,
n±g , Stokes parameters and the individual Ix and Iy spectra. The user
can then specify parameters such as temperature, cell length etc.,
and whether they would like to fit experimental data or simply
produce a theoretical prediction. The variables in the run card are
python variables, and as such the order in which they are specified
does not matter.
We should note that there are two temperature variables, one
which parameterises the number density (see Appendix A) and
one which parameterises the Doppler broadening, where the sec-
ond is constrained to the first by default. The option to treat these
two temperatures separately is included for two reasons. The first
reason is that non-uniform heating of vapour cells can cause the
vapour temperature near the laser beam to be different to the tem-
perature at or near the metal reservoir. The second reason is that
the number density formulas used are only quoted to be accurate
to about 5% [70], and so when fitting to a sufficiently accurate and
precise experimental spectrum we would expect the two temper-
atures to disagree even if the whole cell is in thermal equilibrium.
This disagreement would correspond to the systematic error in the
vapour pressure formula.
It should also be noted that not all the options are relevant, and
in these cases ElecSus will ignore those entries. For example when
fitting to data the options that define the detuning axis are ignored
since this is defined by the first column of the csv data file provided
by the user. However, these variables should not be deleted from
the run card.
4.2. Test runs
Provided with ElecSus are two sets of experimental data taken
using the same experimental procedure as described in Ref. [10].
Also provided are two sample run cards, which can immediately
be used by the user to ensure that the program is working on their
computer.
The first example can be run by executing the following com-
mand in a prompt window whilst in the main directory:
python elecsus.py runcard_D1sample.py
This will use the data provided in the data file SampleDataRbD1.
csv, and then fit three parameters using the RRmethod. Since this
data is the same as shown in Fig. 6, and the same parameters are
being fitted, the result should be very similar to that found in Fig. 6.
Fitting should not take longer than a few minutes.
In a similar way the user can run the second example with
the runcard_D2sample.py file. This will use data from the
SampleDataRbD2.csv file, which is the same as the data shown
in Fig. 7. Running this example will fit the data using the SA tech-
nique and should give a correspondingly similar result to that seen
in the figure. Note that this example can take up to 30 min to run.
5. Example applications
Herewe show two applications of ElecSus; Faraday filtering and
pulse propagation.
5.1. Faraday filters
Faraday filters are made by placing a Faraday rotator between
two crossed polarisers [16]. Using an atomic medium as the Fara-
day rotator means typically only frequencies close to a resonance
line are rotated and hence creating an ultranarrow filter. Here wepredict Faraday filtering spectra on the D2 line for all four alkali-
metals programmed in ElecSus.
To generate a Faraday filtering spectrum in ElecSus we first
need to emulate the effect of the first polarising beam splitter cube
by setting p to 50% (see Eq. (22)) and θ0 to 90°. This defines the
light before the medium as linearly polarised in the y-direction.
We then choose to plot the Ix spectrumwhich corresponds to light
transmitted through a second polariser crossed with the first. Note
that choosing θ0 = 0 and plotting Iy gives the same result.
The spectral profile of the filter can be controlled by changing
cell length, magnetic field and temperature. The optimal spectral
profile is dependent on the application;we have chosen to emulate
filters in the line-centre operation [18]. Fig. 8 shows the results for
a 75 mm long atomic medium.
5.2. Pulse propagation
To highlight the power of ElecSus we follow an example where
we have used it to design a laser frequency stabilising signal
and also extract key information about the experimental cell in
order to accurately predict weak-probe pulse propagation. To
demonstrate this a 2 mm long rubidium vapour cell with natural
isotopic abundance was heated, and then nanosecond long pulses
(generated using a Pockels cell between two crossed polarisers)
were sent through the medium. This experiment is very similar to
that performed in Ref. [46].
To find how a pulse propagates through the medium we must
know how the transmission and refractive index of the medium
vary across the bandwidth of the pulse. A Fourier transform of the
temporal pulse profile gives the pulse profile in terms of frequency,
and then the effect of transmission and phase shifts can be applied.
An inverse Fourier transform then yields the pulse after traversing
the medium.
To measure the required transmission and refractive index
spectra, a weak continuous laser beam was sent through the
mediumand the transmission of the beamwasmeasured as a func-
tion of laser frequency (see inset (a) of Fig. 9). ElecSus was then
used to fit this spectrum to find the two temperatures that param-
eterise number density and the Doppler broadening. These were
found to be 179.4 °C and 189.6 °C respectively, which may indi-
cate asymmetric heating of the cell. ElecSus can then be used again
to infer what the refractive index of the medium should be given
these parameters.
To measure the pulse profile accurately enough, single photon
countingmodules with good timing resolutionwere used. To build
up an acceptable profile, counting was done over ∼15 min for
approximately 100k repetitions. Over this length of time the laser
frequency needs to be actively stabilised in order to prevent the
carrier frequency of the pulse from drifting. We use a technique
similar to that described in Ref. [9]. The experimental parameters
required to give suitable frequency references were found using
ElecSus. We found that using the S1 Stokes parameter with
temperatures around ∼140 °C and magnetic fields around 200 G,
gave zero crossings both far off resonance and near zero detuning
when using a 75mm long rubidium vapour cell. This is useful since
the near zero detuning reference can be used to demonstrate slow-
light while the far off resonance reference is a good approximation
to the reference pulse (defined as a pulse that traversed vacuum
instead of the atomic medium). Inset (b) of Fig. 9 shows the raw
photodetector signal used as the frequency references.
Fig. 9 shows the experimentally measured pulse after the
medium and the theoretical prediction. We can see that the theo-
retical prediction matches the experimental data within the preci-
sion of the experiment; no fit parameters are used. The pulse shows
a large time delay which is accurately predicted by the theory.
170 M.A. Zentile et al. / Computer Physics Communications 189 (2015) 162–174Fig. 8. Faraday filtering. The intensity of light polarised in the x-direction (Ix) after propagating through a 75 mm long atomic medium. The incident intensity is normalised
to one and the light is linearly polarised (p = 50%) in the y-direction (θ0 = 90°). The vertical axis of each plot ranges from 0 to 1. Each horizontal axis shows the linear
detuning from the D2 global linecentre of each element (see Appendix B), ranging from −20 to 20 GHz. The temperatures parameterising number density and Doppler
broadening were constrained to be the same, while isotopic ratios were set to their natural values.Fig. 9. (Colour online) Slowlight pulse propagation through a 2 mm long rubidium
vapour at natural abundance on the D1 line (795 nm). The (black) dots and (blue)
diamonds show the number of photons counted as a function of time (20 ps bin
width) for a laser pulse with a carrier detuning near and far from resonance re-
spectively. The counting was completed after approximately 100 k repetitions. The
(purple) dashed line shows a multiple-Gaussian fit used to characterise the refer-
ence pulse. The (red) dashed line shows the theoretical prediction of pulse intensity
measured after the cell. The data is normalised to the peak intensity of the reference
pulse, while the time axis is centred at this peak. Underneath the graph are plotted
the normalised residuals [64], which show good agreement (bins with less than 5
counts were omitted since they have been judged statistically insignificant [64]).
Inset (a) shows a theoretical fit to a CW experimental transmission scan, performed
immediately after the pulse experiment in order to extract the number density tem-
perature and Doppler temperature of the medium. These are taken to be 179.4 °C
and 189.6 °C respectively. Inset (b) shows a Faraday signal from a 75 mm long cell
used to stabilise the frequency of the laser [9] during the experiment. The black ver-
tical dashed lines show the locking points used to stabilise the carrier detuning to
(354± 2)MHz, and to (−13.0± 0.1) GHz when measuring the reference pulse.
This gives evidence that the refractive index spectrum predicted
by ElecSus is accurate.6. Conclusions and outlook
We have presented a computer program to calculate the elec-
tric susceptibility of an alkali-metal vapour, and we describe the
underlying model used. The program can be used to design opti-
cal devices such as Faraday filters, and laser frequency stabilising
references. The fitting routines provided in the program allow the
user to measure experimental parameters (such as temperature or
magnetic field).
We have modelled the D-lines of Na, K, Rb and Cs; a future
version will include Li. Also, extending the program beyond D-line
transitions will prove useful. For example, including transitions
from the nS ground state to the (n + 1)P excited states will be
useful for modelling Faraday filtering on these lines [71] as well
as experiments utilising these transitions for creating high phase-
space density magneto-optical traps [72–74]. Also, extending the
model to include transitions between excited states may allow
modelling of excited state Faraday filters [75–77].
Workingwith atoms in confined geometries such as nanometric
thin cells [78] or hollow-core fibres [79–84], introduces deviations
of the atomic lineshape from the simple Voigt profile. This is due to
effects such as atom–surface interactions [85,86,40] andDicke nar-
rowing. Extending the model to allow different atomic lineshapes
has already been shown to accurately account for these effects
[1,40], and so we intend to extend ElecSus to include these effects.
Fig. 9 motivates future versions of the program to contain a
pulse propagation feature. It again shows that the medium can
be accurately probed at GHz bandwidth [87]. As such fitting to
short pulses should allow further improvements to accuracy and
facilitate observation of dynamics on short time-scales [88].
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Rb 85 72.1787 27.83
Cs 133 100
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Appendix A. Vapour pressure equations and isotopic abun-
dances
Here we list the vapour pressure equations that are used to find
the atomic number density as a function of temperature, T . The
equations for all four elements are of the form
log10(p[atm]) = A+ B(T [K])−1 + C log10(T [K]), (A.1)where p is the vapour pressure, values in square brackets denote
the units of the corresponding variables and A, B and C are
constants specific to the element and its phase (solid or liquid).
Table A.1 shows the values of the constants used for the ElecSus
program. All the constants were taken from the ‘‘precise’’ values
given in [70].
The atomic number density can thenbe found from thepressure
by assuming an ideal gas,
N = p
kBT
. (A.2)
The conversion factor for atmospheres to pascals (1 atm =
101 325 Pa) is also used in order to get the number density in units
of atoms/m3. It should be noted that these equations will give the
elemental atomic number density and so they need to be reduced
by the appropriate factor when considering one isotope of the
element. For example the number density of 87Rb in a naturally
abundant vapourwill be given by the Rb elemental number density
multiplied by 0.2783. Table A.2 shows the natural isotopic abun-
dances.
Appendix B. Physical constants
This section lists the values of the physical constants used by
ElecSus (see Tables B.3–B.12). Note that there has been no attempt
to reduce floating point rounding error in calculations. References
denote either where the constants have been found explicitly or
for where numbers were found in order to calculate the given con-
stant. The user can change these numbers by changing the entries
in the FundamentalConstants.py and AtomConstants.py
files. Isotope shifts are given relative to the linecentre values; neg-
ative isotope shifts denote an increase in the hyperfine free transi-
tion frequency. Uncertainties in the values are only given for com-
pleteness and do not feature in the code.Table B.3
Fundamental constants which are loaded from SciPy v0.13.2 library [90], which in
turn come from the 2010 CODATA recommended values [91]. Updating SciPy may
automatically update these physical constants for ElecSus.
Quantity Symbol Value
Electron spin g-factor gS 2.00231930436153(53)
Bohr magneton µB 9.27400968(20)× 10−24 JT−1
Boltzmann constant kB 1.3806488(13)× 10−23 JK−1
Atomic mass unit u 1.660538921(73)× 10−27 kg
Vacuum permittivity ϵ0 8.854187817620389× 10−12 Fm−1
Bohr radius a0 5.2917721092(17)× 10−11 m
Reduced Planck constant h¯ 1.054571726(47)× 10−34 Js
Speed of light c 299792458 ms−1
Elementary charge e 1.602176565(35)× 10−19 CTable B.4
Constants related to the D1 line. The linecentre refers to the definition of zero global detuning.
Element Quantity Symbol Value Reference
Na
Linecentre wavelength λ0 589.7558147(15) nm [92]
Linecentre frequency ν0 508.3331958(13) THz [92]
Natural linewidth (FWHM) Γ0 2π × 9.765(13)MHz [93]
K
Linecentre wavelength λ0 770.10836827(12) nm [94]
Linecentre frequency ν0 389.286067199(63) THz [94]
Natural linewidth (FWHM) Γ0 2π × 5.956(11)MHz [95]
Rb
Linecentre wavelength λ0 794.978969380(82) nm [96]
Linecentre frequency ν0 377.107407299(39) THz [96]
Natural linewidth (FWHM) Γ0 2π × 5.746(8)MHz [97]
Cs
Linecentre wavelength λ0 894.59295986(11) nm [98]
Linecentre frequency ν0 335.116048807(41) THz [98]
Natural linewidth (FWHM) Γ0 2π × 4.584(8)MHz [99]
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Constants related to the D2 line. The linecentre refers to the definition of zero global detuning.
Element Quantity Symbol Value Reference
Na
Linecentre wavelength λ0 589.1583264(15) nm [92]
Linecentre frequency ν0 508.8487162(13) THz [92]
Natural linewidth (FWHM) Γ0 2π × 9.792(13)MHz [93]
K
Linecentre wavelength λ0 766.70090511(24) nm [94]
Linecentre frequency ν0 391.01617854(12) THz [94]
Natural linewidth (FWHM) Γ0 2π × 6.035(11)MHz [95]
Rb
Linecentre wavelength λ0 780.24132411(2) nm [100,101]
Linecentre frequency ν0 384.23042812(1) THz [100,101]
Natural linewidth (FWHM) Γ0 2π × 6.065(9)MHz [97]
Cs
Linecentre wavelength λ0 852.34727582(27) nm [102]
Linecentre frequency ν0 351.72571850(11) THz [102]
Natural linewidth (FWHM) Γ0 2π × 5.225(7)MHz [103]Table B.6
Constants related to the 23Na atom.
Quantity Symbol Value Reference
Nuclear spin I 3/2
Nuclear spin g-factor g ′I −0.0008046108(8) [104]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52S1/2 Ahf 885.8130644(5) MHz·h [104]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52P1/2 Ahf 94.44(13) MHz·h [105]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52P3/2 Ahf 18.534(15) MHz·h [106]
Electric quadrupole constant for 52P3/2 Bhf 2.724(30) MHz·h [106]
Mass m 22.9897692807(28) u [107]Table B.7
Constants related to the 39K atom.
Quantity Symbol Value Reference
Nuclear spin I 3/2
Nuclear spin g-factor g ′I −0.00014193489(12) [104]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52S1/2 Ahf 230.8598601(3) MHz·h [104]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52P1/2 Ahf 27.775(42) MHz·h [94]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52P3/2 Ahf 6.093(25) MHz·h [94]
Electric quadrupole constant for 52P3/2 Bhf 2.786(71) MHz·h [94]
Isotope shift (D1) Eiso 8.483 MHz·h [94]
Isotope shift (D2) Eiso 8.51 MHz·h [94]
Mass m 38.96370668(20) u [108]Table B.8
Constants related to the 40K atom.
Quantity Symbol Value Reference
Nuclear spin I 4
Nuclear spin g-factor g ′I 0.000176490(34) [104]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52S1/2 Ahf −285.7308(24)MHz·h [104]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52P1/2 Ahf −34.523(25)MHz·h [94]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52P3/2 Ahf −7.585(10)MHz·h [94]
Electric quadrupole constant for 52P3/2 Bhf −3.445(90)MHz·h [94]
Isotope shift (D1) Eiso −117.154 MHz·h [94]
Isotope shift (D2) Eiso −117.51 MHz·h [94]
Mass m 39.96399848(21) u [108]Table B.9
Constants related to the 41K atom.
Quantity Symbol Value Reference
Nuclear spin I 3/2
Nuclear spin g-factor g ′I −0.00007790600(8) [104]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52S1/2 Ahf 127.0069352(6)MHz·h [104]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52P1/2 Ahf 15.245(42)MHz·h [94]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52P3/2 Ahf 3.363(25)MHz·h [94]
Electric quadrupole constant for 52P3/2 Bhf 3.351(71)MHz·h [94]
Isotope shift (D1) Eiso −227.006 MHz·h [94]
Isotope shift (D2) Eiso −227.67 MHz·h [94]
Mass m 40.96182576(21) u [108]
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Constants related to the 85Rb atom.
Quantity Symbol Value Reference
Nuclear spin I 5/2
Nuclear spin g-factor g ′I −0.0002936400(6) [104]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52S1/2 Ahf 1011.910813(2) MHz·h [104]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52P1/2 Ahf 120.640(20) MHz·h [96]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52P3/2 Ahf 25.038(5) MHz·h [109]
Electric quadrupole constant for 52P3/2 Bhf 26.011(22) MHz·h [109]
Isotope shift (D1) Eiso 21.624 MHz·h [96]
Isotope shift (D2) Eiso 21.734 MHz·h [101]
Mass m 84.911789732(14) u [107]Table B.11
Constants related to the 87Rb atom.
Quantity Symbol Value Reference
Nuclear spin I 3/2
Nuclear spin g-factor g ′I −0.0009951414(10) [104]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52S1/2 Ahf 3417.34130545215(5) MHz·h [110]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52P1/2 Ahf 406.147(15) MHz·h [96]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52P3/2 Ahf 84.7185(20) MHz·h [100]
Electric quadrupole constant for 52P3/2 Bhf 12.4965(37) MHz·h [100]
Isotope shift (D1) Eiso −56.077 MHz·h [96]
Isotope shift (D2) Eiso −56.361 MHz·h [101]
Mass m 86.909180520(15) u [107]Table B.12
Constants related to the 133Cs atom.
Quantity Symbol Value Reference
Nuclear spin I 7/2
Nuclear spin g-factor g ′I −0.00039885395(52) [104]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52S1/2 Ahf 2298.1579425 MHz·h (exact) [104]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52P1/2 Ahf 291.922(20) MHz·h [102]
Magnetic dipole constant for 52P3/2 Ahf 50.28827(23) MHz·h [53]
Electric quadrupole constant for 52P3/2 Bhf −0.4934(17)MHz·h [53]
Mass m 132.905451933(24) u [108]References
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